GNSA Primary Work of the Week
27.04.2020 – 01.05.2020
1DK
Year 1 continued to learn about riddles and their features. They were
challenged to write riddles about different types of food.
Ranveer wrote a riddle about his favourite, using his plan to make sure it used
key vocabulary and plenty of clues! Can you work out what he was writing about?

1SP
1SP also wrote some fantastic riddles about different types of fruit! Can you
work out which fruits these children are describing? Here are ones by Samrath,
Rehat and Shayna.
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Year 1 also learnt about shapes this week and were challenged to make the
outline of 2D shapes using objects they had at home.
Here Ravinder has made a circle, Navreen has made a pentagon and Biren has
made an octagon! What ingenious shapes!
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2SR
Year 2 finished their learning about Carol Ann Duffy’s story The Tear Thief by
creating either a collage of the main character using household objects or a
drawing.
Rehet has used kitchen foil and blue tack to recreate the Tear Thief’s pale,
silvery dress and skin!

In Maths they have been learning about time. Ekjot worked extremely hard on
solving Maths problems and showed a fantastic understanding!
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3RC
Year 3 practiced their descriptive writing this week. Gurparas decided to write
a description of a rainforest setting. He thought carefully about his choice of
vocabulary and used his 5 senses to describe every aspect. What a fantastic
piece of writing!

Rainforest
In the peaceful, calm and glorious rainforest, there was a cloudless
clear sky with the bright sun shining towards the ground, making a
silhouette. There were tall, magnificent trees surrounding the
graceful waterfall. Hearing the colourful birds chirping on a sunny
day, made our minds calm and relaxed. I could smell the yellow
bananas that spider monkeys eat and I could also smell the berries
that toucans eat.
4PT
Year 4 are learning about the story Arthur and the Golden Rope and using it as
inspiration to write persuasive letters. They have been practicing the form and
writing style, thinking about how to word sentences in ways where the reader
will want to do what the author is suggesting.
The children were tasked with writing a persuasive letter to the professor from
the story encouraging the him to let them into the vault.
Jovan wrote a fantastic entry, full of convincing language including flattery, a
polite tone and powerful vocabulary. You can read the whole letter on the next
page.
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5HS
Year 5 are learning about the United Kingdom in Geography. One of their tasks
was to choose a city, research facts about it and put them together in an
interesting, engaging fact file.
Avani decided to research the fantastic city of Edinburgh for her interesting
report.
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Jaskirath put together a comprehensive fact file all about Liverpool!
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